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ABSTRACT
Force and exponential windows are commonly used to weight the time signals
when impact methods are used for structural dynamics testing. In modern signal
processing instrumentation, these windows can be selected and adjusted by the
user. Improper application of the window can result in measurement errors. This
paper discusses how to evaluate the force and response signals to determine the
proper type and amount of weighting to apply. The effects of signal conditioning
on the shape of the force pulse are described. A method of evaluating the signal
noise floor in order to determine an optimal amount of exponential weighting is
presented.

SOMMAIRE
Des fenetres exponentielles et de force sont couramment utilisees pour ponderer
les signaux temporels, lorsque Ton effectue des essais dynamiques de structures
par des methodes d'impact. Dans les appareils modernes de traitement du signal,
ces fenetres peuvent etre choisies et reglees par I'utilisateur meme. Une utilisation incorrecte de ces fenetres peut se traduire par des erreurs de mesure. Cet
article traite de revaluation des signaux de force et de reponse, afin de determiner le type et la quantite de ponderation a appliquer. Les effets du conditionnement du signal sur I'allure de ('impulsion de force sont decrits, et une methode
devaluation du seuil de bruit du signal permettant de determiner la quantite
optimale de ponderation exponentielle est presentee.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Bei dynamischen Untersuchungen an mechanischen Strukturen mit Impulsmethoden werden fur die Zeitsignalbewertung meist Fenster fur das Erregersignal und
exponentielle Fenster fur das Antwortsignal verwendet. Mit modernen Signalanalysatoren lassen sich diese Bewertungsfenster frei wahlen und einstellen, was bei
unsachgemaBer Anwendung zu MeBfehlern fuhren kann. Im folgenden wird darauf
eingegangen, wie Erregungs- und Antwortsignale zu beurteilen sind, um dadurch
die richtige Art und GroBe des Zeitfensters festzulegen. AuBerdem sind die
Einflusse der Signalaufbereitung auf die Form des Erregerimpulses beschrieben.
Der Aufsatz befa&t sich auch mit einer Methode zur Beurteilung von Fremdsignalen, um die optimale GroBe der exponentiellen Bewertung zu bestimmen.
Introduction
Two signal processing problems inherent in impact testing are noise and
leakage. Noise can be a problem in both the force and response signals
and is mainly a consequence of a long analyzer time record. Leakage is
of most concern in the response signal and is a consequence of too
short a time record. These two problems may occur separately or
together depending on the structure under test, the frequency range of
the test, and the analyzer transform size.

Special force and exponential windows have been developed for impact
testing to reduce noise and leakage [1]. This paper discusses proper
application of these windows while pointing out common errors. Guidelines are developed for setting the width of the force window and
selecting the decay rate of the exponential window. Alternative impact
testing methods and windows are presented for measurement situations
where the analyzer time record length is very long. Good measurement
technique is emphasized throughout.
Windowing the force signal
The purpose of the force window is to improve the signal to noise ratio
in the force signal. Typically, the force pulse has a low rms energy level
even though its peak level may be high. Also, the pulse duration is short
compared to the analyzer time record length. Noise can be a problem
because the total energy of noise in the time record can be significant
compared to the energy in the pulse.
The general form of the force window is shown in Fig.1. It consists of a
rectangle of unity amplitude with leading and trailing half cosine tapers
to zero. Unity amplitude preserves the pulse portion of the signal while
zero eliminates noise. The tapers smooth the data to zero at the ends of
the window to avoid artificial sharp transitions in the time signal.
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Fig. 1. General form of force window
Fig.2 shows a typical force pulse obtained from an impact hammer. The
pulse consists of an initial sharp positive peak followed by decaying
oscillations referred to as ringing. Note in particular the ringing. A
common error is to attribute the ringing to "hammer ringing" or "transducer ringing" and eliminate it using the force window [2]. Actually, the
ringing is part of the force pulse and is a consequence of the antialiasing filter in the analyzer used to measure the force signal.

Fig. 2. Typical force pulse measured with analyzer full scale
800 Hz

frequency

To demonstrate the origin of ringing, the force pulse can be examined
with the analyzer set to its highest frequency range and the low pass
anti-aliasing filters turned off.* Fig.3(a) shows a force pulse measured
with the analyzer in this mode. Note that the pulse shape is well defined,
smooth, and there is no ringing.

* Examining the force pulse in this manner should normally be performed at the initial
stages of an impact test as recommended by Corelli and Brown [2]. The force pulse
should be inspected for clipping indicating amplifier overload somewhere in the measurement chain.
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Fig. 3. a)
b)

Force pulse measured with analyzer full scale frequency
25.6kHz and anti-aliasing filters off
Spectrum of the force pulse

at

The spectrum of this pulse is shown in Fig.3(b). This spectrum exhibits
the characteristic form of pulse spectra; a series of decreasing amplitude lobes separated by zeroes in the spectrum. Typically, the first zero
occurs at a frequency 1,8 to 2,0 times the reciprocal of the pulse
duration. Above 7kHz the pulse in Fig.3(a) has little spectral content and
the spectrum is dominated by noise. Thus, the pulse has been measured
with an analyzer bandwidth (25,6 kHz) wider than the pulse bandwidth
(7 kHz). Measured under this condition, ringing is not observed in the
force signal.
When the analyzer is set to the desired frequency range of the modal
test, a low pass anti-aliasing filter or zoom filter is introduced in each
channel. The modal test frequency range is set within the useful frequency range of the force pulse which is well below the frequency of the first
zero. Now, the analyzer bandwidth is narrower than the bandwidth of the
force pulse. Measured under this condition, ringing is observed in the
force signal.
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Fig. 4. Force spectrum with correct and incorrect

windowing

Filter ringing is not a spurious or false signal. The pulse in Fig.2 is
equivalent to the pulse in Fig.3(a), but with its high frequency content
filtered out. Alternatively, ringing can be interpreted as energy delayed
by the filter. As much as 10% of the energy of the pulse can be contained
in the ringing portion. This is energy which is imparted to the structure
under test and, therefore, should be included under the force window.
Fig.4 compares the force spectrum with and without the ringing included
under the window. The error can be as large as 6dB (50%) at high
frequencies.
The duration of the ringing is a function of the filter cut-off frequency
and filter slope. Typical anti-aliasing filters built-in commercially available digital frequency analyzers have slopes on the order of 120dB/octave. These ring for approximately 16/F seconds where F is the filter
cut-off in Hz.
Usually, the filter cut off coincides with the analyzer full scale frequency.
Common analyzers which display 400 or 800 frequency lines use a
sampling frequency 2,56 times the full scale frequency. For these analyzers, the ringing duration in terms of number of samples is approximately 40 (16 multiplied by 2,56), independent of the analyzer frequency
range.
A good rule of thumb, then, is to use a force window which extends
about 40 times samples past the initial sharp peak of the pulse. The
leading edge of the window should be shifted to compensate for any
pre-trigger delay in the measurement. A suitable length for the tapers is
also 40 samples. A force window set in this manner includes the entire
force pulse and optimally rejects noise before and after the pulse.
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Windowing the response signal
The response of a structure to an impact is assumed to be a sum of
exponentially decaying sinusoids. If the structural response measured by
the analyzer has not decayed to zero by the end of the analyzers time
record then the measurement is a truncated version of the complete
response. A sharp truncation of the time signal will produce leakage
error in the estimated frequency response function. The purpose of the
exponential window is to add extra decay and artificially force the
response to zero and avoid truncation error.
Fig.5 shows the general form of the exponential window. It consists of a
leading half cosine taper to unity, followed by an exponential decay with
decay constant r. In order to determine a suitable decay constant for the
window, the response signal level at the end of the time record should be
evaluated.

Fig. 5. Exponential window with decay rate r

Fig.6(a) shows a typical response signal obtained from testing a lightly
damped structure. A more convenient way to display the response signal
is to use the magnitude function obtained using the Hilbert Transform*.
The magnitude function represents the positive envelope of the response
signal and can be displayed using a logarithmic vertical axis as in
Fig.6(b). An exponential decay on a logarithmic vertical scale is a
straight line with negative slope. Furthermore, a logarithmic vertical axis
allows the peak signal level and the noise floor to be visible in the same
display. It is easy to observe in Fig.6(b) that the response has decayed
30dB by the end of the time record. Also, the signal noise floor is 60dB
below the peak level.
* A formal treatment of the Hilbert Transform is beyond the scope of this paper. Interested
readers are referred to [3], [4] and [5].
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Fig. 6. a)
b)
c)

Typical response signal
Magnitude function of response signal
Magnitude function of response signal multiplied by exponential window

Having evaluated the decay of the response signal, an optimum decay
rate for an exponential window can be selected. A good rule of thumb is
to weight the response so that it decays at least to the level of the noise
floor of the response channel. A formula for determining the decay
constant for the window is
T(seconds) = 8,7 (T/L)
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where T = analyzer time record length in seconds
L = additional change in level in decibels required at the end of
the time record.

Fig.6(c) shows the response signal multiplied by a window with a decay
constant of 0,3 seconds providing an additional 30dB of decay.
Fig.7 compares frequency response functions measured with and without an exponential window. The window improves the frequency response by shaping the resonance peaks, reducing noise, and clearly
defining anti-resonances. The improvements are most pronounced for
low frequencies since the low frequency modes usually decay slowest.

Fig. 7. Frequency response function estimated
a) without and
b) with an exponential window
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Special considerations for long time records
When using an exponential window, adding extra decay has the effect of
reducing the amplitude of resonance peaks and coupling closely spaced
modes in the frequency response. This makes modal analysis more
difficult. It is emphasized that it is better measurement procedure to use
a longer time record and capture the complete response, rather than use
an exponential window. Longer time records can be obtained by selecting a lower full scale frequency or using zoom analysis.
When zoom analysis is used, or for heavily damped structures, the
response signal may decay well before the end of the time record. An
example is shown in Fig.8. The end of the response is easily identified by
the intersection of the negative sloped decay line and the horizontal
noise floor. An exponential window is not needed in this case. It is more
suitable to use a long force window which encompasses the complete
response and eliminates the noise in the second half of the time record.
When the force window is applied to the response channel a more
general term for the window is "transient window".

Fig. 8. Magnitude
structure

function

of response

signal

for a heavily

damped

When performing impact testing at very low frequencies or when using
narrow zoom ranges the analyzer time record becomes excessively long.
For example, an 800 line, 50 Hz analysis requires a record length of 16
seconds. Impacting a structure once every 16 seconds inputs little
energy into the structure and makes modal testing a slow process.
A more efficient excitation technique is to use a series of randomly
spaced impacts in each time record. Fig.9 shows example force and
response signals obtained using this method. A frequency response
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Fig. 9. Typical signals obtained using the random impact
a) Force
b)
Response

method

function can be estimated from an average using several such time
records. This technique is referred to as random impact method. The
method inputs more energy into the structure and speeds up the modal
test. An additonal benefit is that it allows the use of smaller impact
hammers on large structures.
The transient window designed for a single impact is not appropriate in
this case, since the noise problem has been solved by adding more
signal. The additional energy in decibels is equal to 10log(N) where N is
the number of impacts in the record. A suitable window for both
channels is the Hanning window. Use of a Hanning window avoids
truncating the signal at the ends of the time record to reduce leakage in
the frequency domain.
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Summary
Improved measurement results are obtained by using special windows to
reduce noise and leakage when performing impact tests. Careful inspection of the force and response signals should be performed before
applying the windows. Filter ringing in the force channel should be
included by the force window. The decay rate of the response signal
should be evaluated in order to select an exponential window with an
optimum decay rate.
At low full scale frequencies or when using zoom analysis, the analyzer
time record length increases so that noise becomes a predominant
problem. When the record length is so long that the response decays
well before the end of the record a transient window should be used to
reduce noise. For measurement situations with very long record lengths
it may be more advantageous to circumvent the noise problem by using
the random impact method. This method requires a Hanning window on
both channels.
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